UAB Hospital provides online instruction about the EMR via 

http://www.uab.edu/learningsystem/

You must have a Blazer ID to access this site. You should have received information about that from the School of Medicine. The Blazer ID is administered by the college. If you are having difficulty establishing a Blazer ID contact them via BlazerID central- go to www.uab.edu and search for BlazerID.

Consider changing your computer and disabling pop-up blockers before beginning. Internet explorer is the preferred browser. Instead of using mobile devices like iPad or mobile phones, take the training on a personal computer or laptop.

Log in to the Learning Management system. On the first screen after log in, you should see “To Do” at the top of the screen. Clicking on To Do will bring up a list of assignments. Click on the button to the right of the course named, “Impact Ambulatory: View Only and Message Center (UAHSF) Med Student 1-2 Years”.
Here are some tips on proceeding through the module.

Users have been experiencing unsaved progress while accessing the IMPACT Provider Training course.

- When taking the OSHA/IMPACT courses you must follow directions very closely. If the instructions (verbal or text) tell you to click on a highlighted button (area) on the screen you must do that.
- Moving to the next screen sometimes will start an audio or video presentation. Wait for the presentation to complete. At the end of the presentation there may be a question or an instruction to initiate next module.
- Failure to use correct technique from the beginning of the module may result in the module not being able to complete.
- Session inactivity may also cause a loss of your session. Log out if you are anticipating a long time of inactivity.
- Log back in to resume.

Your session will log progress with checkboxes in the table of contents, and you can confirm that your progress is being kept if you see the below (if you don’t, please renew your session)

If you encounter problems, please call the Help Desk at 934-8888.